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Abstract: The necessity to develop an appropriate traffic impact study methodology for
shopping centers in Metro Manila is the focus of this paper. A background on traffic
impact studies in the U.S. is illustrated, focusing on the importance of trip generation and
acceptable thresholds in the TIS process. Findings from a questionnaire survey facilitates
the description of shopping centers in MeUo Manila. Findings show high correlation of
Gross [.easable Area (GLA) with the average daily number of visits generated. Patronage
reaches as high as about 2,300 visits per 1,000 sq.m. of G[,A on weekends. Observed
uaffic impact items are outline( giving stress to those items related to public transport
users which account for about TOVo of the total patrons. The paper concludes with a

summary of rationale for the necessity of traffic impact study, examples of negative impact
mitigation measures, and recommendation for future research.

l.INTRODUCTION

"Malling" or going to shopping centers or malls has become a popular form of urban
activity for residents of Metro Manila. Students, office workers, housewives, families, and

other individuals or groups frequently noop the malls not only to purchase basic necessities

as food and clothing, but also for recreation and other social activities.

More and more of these activity centers are rising up in the metropolis and their size and
variety of goods, services and tlpes of recreational facilities offered are enormously
expanding.

As of 1997, there are about 20 major malls or shopping center complexes in Metro Manila
with an aggregate area of 1.4 million sq. m. and an aggregate leasable area of about 200
hectares. Individual malls have an average gross leasable area (GL,A) ranging from 100,000

to 300,000 sq. m.. Needless to say, these malls are considered major traffic generators with
large malls having at least 50,000 to 60,000 visits on a typical weekend with one complex
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shopping center claiming to have up to 10070 increase in number of visitors during the
Christmas season and during special "sale" days. (San Diego 1997)

One can picture immediately that shopping center developments of such magnitude easily
translate to significant traffic impact especially on roads immediately adjacent to the malls.
Many of the malls are situated along or near major arterials and the trips they generate add
to the already heavily traversed arterials, contributing to the aggravation of congestion and
delay.

Triggered by these initial observations and concems, this paper is written with two specific
purposes in mind. First is to determine if indeed, there is basis for the need for traffic
impact analysis for shopping center developments in Mefio Manila. Secondly, to identify
some variables or characteristics of shopping centers that will be important in the
development of an appropriate traffic impact analysis methodology for the case of MeEo
Manila.

2. BACKGROUND: TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS IN THE U.S.

Traffic Impact Study (TIS) had been established for a number of years now in countries
with advanced urban planning concems. Concrete evidence of this is the availability of
documents such as those found in Michigan, USA (McKenna Associates, Inc. 1994) , and
in the City of Indianapolis, USA (Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc. 1990) which outline
specific procedures or guidelines in carrying out the TIS. The WHY's, WHEN's and
HOW's of conducting the study are described in detail in such documents.

A simple definition of traffic impact analysis is given as "a specialized study which
assesses the effects that a particular development's traffic will have on the surrounding
transportation network" (McKenna Associates 1994). "Development" in the above
definition will refer to shopping centers or shopping malls in this paper. The special study
is done during the planning stages of the development with the purpose of (l) identifying
compatibility or appropriateness of the development in the proposed site with constraints
such as capacity of the surrounding ransportation network as well as land use and zoning
restrictions and (2) identifying possible improvements to assure safe and efficient access
and traffic flow. The higher goal is to provide concrete measures to mitigate the negative
impacts caused by the development on the surroundin g area.

A fundamental step in TIS is determining the case when the study must be required from a
proposed development. Two important items are essential in this decision. These are trip
generation rates and acceptable threshold. If the former exceeds the latter, then the study is
required. Acceptable thresholds can be considered as the acceptable level of taffic burdens
expected of a new development. Therefore, any value above it is considered as producing
an extraordinary traffic burden in the influence area.

As an illustration of acceptable threshold values, in the case of the ciry of Indianapolis in
the U.S., it is taken as a rule of thumb that any development expected to produce 750 Eips
in an average day must conduct a TIS. In more detail, particularly for raffic engineering
puposes, the threshold is defined as 100 peak hour Eips for the predominant direction.
(Barton-Aschman 1990, McKenna Assoc. 1994)
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For shopping centers, a minimum GI-A of about 2,700 sq. ft. (or approximately 250 sq. m.)

is more or less equated with 750 trips per day tip generation, and GL,A of 15,500 sq. ft.
(1,440 sq. m.) for 100 directiond p"uk hour trip generation. (McKenna Associates. 1994)

It must be noted that trip generation in this context is defined as the number of vehicular

rips. It can be deduced that traffic impact analysis in the U.S. focus on trips made using the

private car mode. Therefore, it addresses mainly the impacts related to car trips.

One of the main purpose of this research is development of TIS procedure for Metro

Manila or the Philippines as a whole. Definition of trip generation, acceptable thresholds

and traffic impacts for the U.S. case is of course expected to be quite different from the

Metro Manila case (although there may be similarities). It is necessary therefore to

investigate in detail the characteristics of shopping centers in Meto Manila and identify

unique features that are related to TIS development.

3. PROFILE OF SHOPPING CENTERS IN METRO MANILA

3.1 Preliminary Questionnaire Suney

In order to get a clear picture of shopping centers in Metro Manila, a simple questionnaire

survey was conducted last Augusl 1998. The questionnaire, was entitled "Shopping Center

Characteristics and Traffic-Related Facilities" and was intended to get some general

information about shopping centers in Metro Manila. The chairman of the Metro Manila

Development Authority (MMDA) endorsed the questionnaire survey with the realization of
the merits of the study. The endorsement in effect stressed the relevance of the study and

helped increase the retum percentage of respondents. The survey was considered as a

p.ii-irrrry data gathering activity for an intended full-scale study on traffic impacts in the

near future.

problems on identifying which shopping centers to include in the initial list of potential

respondents were encountered as there is no clear definition and classification of shopping

celters in Metro Manila. The definition given by ITE and which appears in Peyrebrune

1996 was made as the basis in drawing up the list of potential respondents. This definition

is given below.

,,A shopping center is an integrated group of commercial establishments that is planned, developed,

owned-and mantged as a unit. Its composition is related A iB market area in terms of size, location

and type of store. Shopping centers provide on-site parking facilities. Some of the centers included

non-irchandiTing uses such as ofice buiWngs, movie theaters, post ofices, banks, health clubs

and recreationa! facilities such as skating in/s or indoor miniature golf courses."(ITE)

The questionnaires were hand-carried by assigned personnel who are also instructed to

explain the contents to mall administrators, follow-up the forms, and finally, pick-up the

forms from the willing respondents. The return Percentage was Mflo (24 out of 57)'

However, due to problems on incomplete or missing data entries, data from only I I

shopping centers lt|olo of prospectivc respondents) were considered and included in

.onar"tirrg statistical analysis. The main criterion of inclusion is whether or not the data

entries across important attributes arc complete.
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For this paper, questionnaire items on year constructed, location, size, tenancy, and the

average daily number of visits will be given focus.

It must be stated at this point that all information so far gathered about shopping centers,

with particular reference to estimates of average daily visits (or patnonage), come from the

side of shopping center administration. No actual field counts had been conducted.

3.2 General Description of Shopping Center Respondents

Information on I I shopping center respondents are given in Table 1. For these respondents,

the size ranges from 2,185 to a high of 108,000 square meters of G[,A with an average of
44,303 sq. m. The earliest constructed was in the year l97l and the latest, in 1995. The

map in Figure I shows the relative location of the centers in Meto Manila.

33 Patronage, Average DailY Visits

Table I shows data on the average number of visits (person-tips) during tlpical weekdays

and weekends, both during ordinary days and during the Christmas season. The highest

visits (except on weekends) are attributed to shopping center F, the largest in GLA and

relatively newly constructed (1990s). However, the highest values of visits per 1,000 sq.m.

of GLA (Table 2) are obtained for shopping centers H and K which are relatively old and

considered well established (1983, and 1976, respectively). H is one of the pioneer

shopping malls in Mefo Manila and K is located at a very popular commercial center area.

Table l: Profile of Shopping Center Respondents

Average Doily Visits

Shopping
Center

Ye,r'r GLA Weekday Weekend Weekdoy
(Christmos)

Weeketd
(Christmos)

A t995 43,767 25,000 40,000 35,000 60,000

B t994 57,95t 45,000 60,000 70,000 85,000

c t98? 2,t85 300 400 300 400

D t995 5,409 2,000 4,000 2,000 5,000

E t977 9,972 1,000 2,000 1,500 2500

G t99t 78.300 50,000 70,000 70,000 90,000

H 1983 56,488 85,000 135.000 100,000 145,000

I 1995 59,000 45,000 65.000 60.000 85.000

J t97t 26,611 18,000 25,000 40.000 80,000

K t976 39.653 60,t26 83,860 88,258 101,802

MEAN 44,303 38,311 53,205 53,369 73.155

Std. Dev. 3?,502 32,O92 43,691 41,340 52,538
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Locotion of Shopping Centers
(11 respondents)

B 1994

I t97l

E 1977

1995

F 1990s

G t99t

1995

198?

t995

fuletro Monilo

Annuol Populotion

Growth Rote (1990 - 1995)

Figure l: Map of Metro Manila's Annual Population Growth Rate (1990-1995)
With Location and Year of Construction of I I Shopping Center Respondents

The Metro Manila map showing annual population growth rate for the period 1990-1995
was obtainedfrom MMWIS 1997 Progress Report.
Heavy broken line divides Metro Manila into inner and outer core.
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The Christmas season in the Philippines can be considered as one of the longest in the

world which starts as early as late November and extends up to early January. The
shopping frenzy reaches a climax during the middle two weeks of this period which

includes both Christmas Day and New Year's Day. It is a common observation among

Metro Manila dwellers that traffic substantially increases during this special holiday period.

Table 3 shows the ratios of weekend to weekday visits and Christmas season to rest-of-the-

year (ordinary) visits. On the average, weekend trips are about 1.5 times higher than

weekday rips while Christmas season trips are about another 1.4 times higher. The highest

average Christmas season trips can reach to up to more than twice the average trips during

ordinary weekdays.

Table2: Average Daily Visits Per 1,000 Square Meters of
Gross kasable Area (GLA)

Averaoe Doib Visits per 1,000 sq. m. of 6LA

Shopping
Center

Year GLA Weekdoy Weeke-nd Weekdoy
(Christmos)

Weekend
(Christmos)

A 1995 43,767 57t 914 800 1,371

B t994 57,95t 777 1.035 1,208 t,467

c 1982 2,t85 t37 183 t37 183

D 1995 5,409 370 739 370 924

E t977 997? 100 z0t 150 ?5t

F -1990s 108,000 833 926 1,1 1l 1.389

G 1991 78,300 639 894 894 r,149

I 1995 59,000 763 1,t02 t,0t7 t,441

J t97t 26,61 676 939 1,503 3.006

MEAN 44,303 717 1.040 t,ot7 1483

Std. Dev. 32502 463.10 676.O9 656.99 9t2.49

Table 3: Weekend to Weekday Pamonage Ratios

Ordinory Christmos Seoson

Weekend to Weekday 1.51
(0.28)'

r.54
(0.41)

Weekdoy Weekend

Christmos to Ordinory 1.40
(o.33)

1.45
(o.60)

Christmos Weekend to Ordinory Weekdoys ?.t7

*stondord deviotion in parenthesis
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3.4 Tenancy

Figure 2 shows the breakdown of floor area into different qpes of tenants. Usual tenants of
shopping malls in Metro Manila are eating places (restaurants, fast food chain and stalls,

and food courts), groceries (or supermarkets), department stores, clothing shops, movie
houses, amusement centers, and bookstores. From the figure it can be seen that the

cumulative floor area of these tenant types, in most cases, constitute the larger part of the

centers.

I others

E bookstores

Iomusement

I moviehouses

I clothing

I dept. stores

lgroceries

I eoting ploces

Figure 2: Breakdown of Shopping Center Area Into Some Major Tenants
(expressed in percentage of total floor area)

However, it is also true that a considerable part of the total area is occupied by other

important tenants. This only shows that there can still be wide variability in the overall

image of the shopping centers depending on some other special features that they can offer.

The composition of the remaining floor area which are referred to as 'bthers" in the figure

include novelry shops; public areas for resting; multi-purpose stage; non-merchandizing

uses such as banks, telecommunication and computer products and services, health clubs;

and recreational facilities such as skating rinks, bowling alleys, and indoor parks. It is also

common, especially during weekends and holidays, for shopping malls to feature live
shows (variety shows, game shows, beauty contest, promotional shows and contests) to

attract more patrons. Finally, the usual lures such as special offers, discounts and sales

during holidays and end-of-the-month sales (specially catering to workers who receive their

salaries at the end of the month) are launched to further bost patronage.
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3.5 Shopping Center Location Related To Metro Manila's Growth Pattern

The locations of shopping center respondents were plotted on a Metro Manila map (Figure
l) showing the annual population growth rate from 1990 to 1995 (MMUTIS, 1997). The
years of construction of the center s are also indicated.

New shopping centers, or those constructed in the 1990's, mostly lie on the outer core or
near high population growth areas (usually near high growth residential areas) which is an
affirmation that location of new shopping center development follows the general growth
pattern of Mero Manila.

Although this describes the general pattern of shopping mall development, it is also true
that there is continuing development and renovation in the traditional and established
commercial center areas which lie along the boundary between the inner and outer cores
(along EDSA, a major arterial highway) as well as occasional developments in the inner
core, usually in areas undergoing revitalization.

3.6 Trip Generation Characteristics

Four measures of shopping center size were used in the questionnaire. These are: total floor
area (TFA), total building area (TBA), total floor area (TFA), and Gross l.easable Area
(GLA). These variables were correlated wittr daily average visits quoted by the shopping
center adminisfrators and the results are shown in Table 4.

The correlation coefficients are all sigrrificant and among all measures of size, the GL,A
showed the highest correlation values. This result affirms that the GLA is a good
determinant of rip generation for shopping centers in Meno Manila as is the case in
developed countries like the U.S., where shopping center size variables have been
conventionally used.

Table 4 : Correlation Coefficients Between Measures of Size and Patronage

*t-test: significont ot 90%; all ofher coefficients are significant at 952
for 9 degrees of freedom (Edwards 1967)
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Totol [-ond

erea (TLA)
Total Building

ereo (TBA)
Toial Floor

ereo (TFA)

Weekdoy
(Ordinorv'l

0.65 o.75 o.76

Weekqd
(Ordinorv)

0.76 0.84 0.65

Weekdoy
lChnicimn< Sancan\

0.5r o.66 o.76

Weekend
(Christmos Seoson)

o.66 o.74 o.72
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Even with such high correlations however, it was observed from the scatter plots of the

same variables that some data points tended to deviate from the regression line. Such
shopping center respondents may represent special classification of centers corresponding
to higher levels of patronage. Because of this, it is still advisable to gather more samples,

and consider multivariate analysis in developing appropriate trip generation models.

Finally, previous exploratory study on Metro Manila shopping center trip generation

showed that among four shopping centers studied in that research, the share of patrons

using the public transportation mode ranged from69Vo to 80Vo (Ortiz 1996). This shows an

important difference in characteristic between shopping centers in Meuo Manila and in
developed countries like the U.S. where private cars are predominantly used for shopping
center trips.

4. OBSERVED TRAFFIC IMPACT ITEMS

Commonly observed traffic impact items of shopping centers in Metro Manila can be

summarized into four points. These are outlined and explained below.

4.1 Vehicular Conflict And Delays At Entrance And Exit Points

Most shopping center compounds are located right flush along major arterials roads or
adjacent to major intersections. The obvious reason for this is for accessibility, and thus,

higher patronage. Because of this, shopping center entry/exit access gates feed directly into
the through stream of vehicles running down the arterial road (Pictures I and 2). Because

of the high volume of vehicles going to or coming out of the compound, vehicular conflict
with the through vehicles plying the arterial road and the delay caused by such conflict can

sometimes cause localized traffic jams and increase accident hazard.

Many shopping center administrators are awrue of this problem. It is encouraging to note

that the administators Ery to do their part in alleviating the problem. The more common

measure they implement is hiring their own troop of traffic enforcers who are expected to

facilitate access internally and at the enory/exit points. However, sometimes, even with the

hired traffic enforcers, the problem still persists.

4.2 Congestion Of Access Roads

Roads providing access to the shopping center compound (either major arterials or small
access roads) are likely to be congested because of both, the high volume of private cars

generated on top of the existing traffic, and the problematic loading and unloading
practices of public utility vehicles servicing the shopping center patrons. The root of the

problem may be hypothesized as one of incompatibility benveen the capacity of roads and

public uansport facilities servicing the center and the size of shopping center development.

Picture 3 shows a congested access road leading to the back entrance gate to a large

shopping center complex. This road is primarily a residential road (notice the row of
subdivision houses). Since the development of the shopping center, it became the main
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Picture l: Vehicular Conflict at Exit/Entry

Gates of ShoPPing Center ComPlex

, '. I

\r

Picture 2: Vehicular Conflict at Entry/Exit

Gates of ShoPPing Center ComPlex

Picture 3: Congestion of Access Roads Picnrre 4: Passenger and Pedestrian

Accumulation; SafetY Concem

Picture 5: Safety Issue for Pedesrians Picture 6: A Shopping Mall in Mero Manila
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back access road. A relatively high naffic congestion level in residential areas such as

shown clearly poses negative impact such air pollution caused by vehicle exhaust,
disnrrbance of neighborhood peace by vehicle noise and vibration, and traffic accident
hazard, especially to children living in the residential subdivision.

4.3 Accumulation Of Rrblic Transport Passengers And Pedestrians Obstructing
Trafric Flow

It was mentioned in the previous section that a characteristic of shopping center trip
generation for shopping centers in Mero Manila is the high percentage of public transport
users (about TOVo). lt is not hard to imagine therefore the swarm of passengers that
accumulate on the area just outside the shopping center building waiting for their public
rides home or elsewhere. During peak hours, the swarm increases in volume causing
passengers to encroach into the carriageway, causing congestion and delay and exposing
themselves to accident hazard (Picture 4). The encroachment of passengers in the
carriageway is aggravated further more if the setback or space between the road and the
shopping center boundary is not enough.

Some shopping centers, out of original design or as added facility later on because of
revealed demand, provide public terminals (for jeepneys, tricycles, taxis, and FXs) wittrin
the boundaries of their centers. Some even sacrifice sections of the customer parking area
for that function. They willingly provide the terminal facility because this means higher
accessibility, resulting to higher patronage. This can help solve the problem described in
the previous paragraph because passengers are "contained" inside the compound. However,
although they provide such facilities, it is seldom that all public tansport users will find
their desired public transport line among the terminals inside the center. Not all
destinations are served or sometimes public transport capacity is inadequate. Therefore
some passengers still need to go out of the compound and get their rides from the stops and
terminals outside. This means that ttre passengers are not fully contained, thus, there is still
accumulation of passengers just outside the center. Furthermore, public terminals inside the
compound can mean an increase in frequency of vehicles coming in and out of the access
gates. This adds to the vehicular conflict problem at entry/exit points described in item no.
I above.

4.4 Safety Concerns For Pedestrians And Public Transport Riders

Safery issue for public transport users had already been described above particularly due to
their tendency to use the cariageway while waiting for public rides. Pedestrians are
likewise exposed to danger when crossing the road in order to get to the shopping center on
the other side of the road (Picture 5). Some shopping centers initiate the provision of zebra
pedestrian crossing (some even provide pedestrian overpasses), and hire traffic enforcers to
help those people crossing the road.
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5. RATIONALE FOR THE NECESSITY OF TRAFFIC IMPACT STUDY FOR

SHOPPING CENTERS IN METRO MANILA

Evidences and findings presented so far lead to several rationale for pursuing further the

implementation or trarnc impact analysis for shopping centers in Mero Manila. The main

points are summarized below.

l. From the observed phenomenon on passenger and pedestrian accumulation just outside

the centers' premisss and Ortiz's finding on approximately 70Eo share- of public ransport

users for shopping center patrons, it ii easy to see that more careful study on public

transport g"n"rut"a trips must be given appropriate consideration. The U'S' example on

impact ,tidi", mainly focus on generated private car trips primarily because private car

-od"l ,h*" is very high in u.S. shopping centers. A focus on the generated public

transportation trips, impacts, and related facilities can be considered a unique feature'

2. For private car trips, a rough comparison of acceptable threshold for impact studies in

the U.S. and the visits per cI-e noln the findings in the questioruraire reveals another

rationale. As earlier statfu, an example of threshold when developments must be required

to conduct a TIS is 750 generated- vehicle trips per average day. Assuming that this

threshold applies also to Mluo Manila and using Ortiz's finding of about 3O'707o split of

private car io public transport usage for shopping center patrons, any- shopping center with

about 6,2S0 uu"r"g" daily visit saisfies the triterion. (Value of 6,250 average daily visit is

equivalent to geneiating 750 private car trips, assuming 307o of visits use private car and

o""up-"y is i.S, ttre ui"rug" 
"rr 

oc"uput cy for Metro Manila in 1996 (MMUTIS' 1998)')

Table t sirows that the aveiage daily visit among the shopping center respondents is about

38,000 visits per weekday, uldu" much higher than the computed example threshold of

6,250.

3. Related to item no. I above, issues on safety of pedestrians and public transport

passengers must be given appropriate consideration'

4. Many major cities, especially those in the developed world and those experiencing fast

urban growlr recogrrizei the ne,ed for traffic impact studies as part of city transport and

infrasircture planning (Barton-Aschman 1990). In Meno Manila' we saw that the location

of new commercial developments follow the urban gowth Pattem. An efficient

transportation network is becoming more and more important for these high growth areas'

This leads to the need for more iareful planning and desigr of facilities with regard to

location and extent of development put upin those zones so that the transportation network

will not experience bottlenecis and so that negative traffic impacts are mitigated'

6. MITIGATION OF NEGAIIVE TRAFFIC IMPACTS

Section 4 described some Eaf6c conditions which can be considered negative traffic

impacts caused by the shopping centers in the immediate surrounding transportation

netlvork. Section 5 provided iationale for establishing a TIS system for shopping centers in

Metro Manila. It was stated earlier also, in the background discussion of TIS' that the

HilarioSeanO.PALMIANO,ThkeshiKUROKAWAandRicardoG'SIGUA
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higher goal is to provide concrete measures to mitigate the negative impacts caused by the
development on the surrounding area.

In the case of Memo Manila the issue on mitigation of negative impacts becomes all the
more urgent and essential because the centers are already well established and therefore,
the impacts are actually being felt and not simply predicted. (In conmast to impacts
identified in the ouput of TIS where they are only forecasted before the development is
constructed.)

Table 4 shows a concise outline of negative taffic impacts and some sample mitigation
measures that may be implemented.

Aside from the taffic engineering and maffic management mitigation measures shown in
Table 4, the role of policies and local govemment ordinances and enforcement of existing
traffic ordinances and regulations are also important. For example, strict enforcement of no
jaywalking for pedestrians will assure that pedestrians use the proper pedestrian crossing
and will thus assure their safety. Enforcement of no loading and unloading areas near
bottleneck areas like those areas in front of shopping centers can help reduce delays and

obstruction due to passengers. Furthermore, policies or regulations against using
subdivision (residential) roads as access to shopping centers can also be drawn up.

Table 4: Negative Traffic Impacts and Examples of Mitigation Measures

Another possibility is that additional amenities can be provided to offset the effects of the
negative impacts. For example, if it is inevitable that a residential road (or any road for that
matter) will be used as one of the main accesses to the center, effort to enhance the
environment for the arca affected must be required. For example a line of trees or shrubs

Nesative Traffic Impact Item Sample Mitieation Measures

o delay and conflict at ennry/exit
points

. right turn only (no left turn) traffic circulation
o provision of left turn ramps
. proDer desim and location of entry/exit points

o congestion of access roads o widening of roads fronting the center
o providing frontage roads
. maintaining adequate setback from the road right

of way to reduce taffic friction
o selection of appropriate access roads

o hazard to pedestrians o provision of pedestrian overpasses
. proper location ofpedestrian crossing or proper

location of shopping center main entrance for
pedestrians

o safe and pleasant pedestrian paths/walkways

o hazard to public transportation
passengers

o delay and obstruction ofvehicular
flow due to passenger

encroachment on carriageway

o provision of adequate and better public ransport
terminals and/or loading & unloading facilities
inside the shopping center compound

o adequate sidewalk width or public transport
waiting area outside the center

. proper location of terrninals and stops
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can be planted along the road to make the environment more Pleasant and the air less

polluted, or some noise buffers (perhaps a thick row of shrubs and trees) may be put in

place to diminish noise pollution.

Many shopping centers are Put up near residential areas. Perhaps one effective measure

which is 
"nriron."nt-friendly 

and favorable to both the shopping center developer and the

residents (the potential patrons) alike is to provide a very good system of pedestrian access

to the center from ttre residential area. The facility can be picnrred as a network of

pedestrian walkways with plenty of greeneries and small parks. A bicycle lane can also be
'included. 

The developer can even provide cart rentals or home delivery services so that the

necessify for trips using cars or even public transportation can be minimized.

Finally, one last critical issue is on who will burden the cost of mitigation. This is actually

beyonJ the scope of this paper but this issue must be confronted in future research' In

gen"ral, the key "players" in the realm of shopping center traffic impact so far discussed

ire: the users (shopping center patrons), the shopping center developer' the local

government, and the public transportation operators.

7. CONCLUSION

Enough evidence had been presented to show that there is a need to further study and

concritize traffic impact aniysis for shopping center developments in Meto Manila' For

the long term, this means that a system or methodology for conducting taffic impact

analysis- must be developed. Furthermore, it is hoped that the process of requiring new

shoiping center development to submit TIS for impact analysis and evaluation Process

.rrib""o*" a regularfeature of Metro Manila's transport and infrastructure planning

practice. This paper is expected to be the frst steP in developing the appropriate TIS

methodology for shopping centers in Metro Manila'

For future studies related to this research topic, the following are further recommended:

l. Consider the role of GL,A in developing appropriate trip generation models for shopping

centers. However the composition of tenants and the variety and wide range of activities

offered in the centert *uit be investigated also. A highly divergent tenancy may draw

visitors from different socio-economic cross sections and result in varying trip

characteristics (Landis I 993).

2. Acceptable thresholds serve as basic criteria for conducting TIS, and therefore, such

values must be identified for Metro Manila's case. Defined thresholds must address also

the tips generated using public transportation-

3. Shopping center design and lay-out as well as transportation facilities provided must be

studid and evaluated in Aetait in order to identify possible improvements in desigt to

assure efficient and safe access to the shopping centers, and to mitigate the negative

impacts. Some example of design elements are setbacks, provision of frontage roads,

prop", location of putfic t -tpo.t terminals and stops, loading and unloading facilities,

pedestrian facilities, etc. 3t
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